McNair Moments

POTPOURRI! with Cindy Howell

Sierra Douglas has been accepted into the graduate program at the University of Florida.

Jessica Beard has been accepted into the graduate program at Notre Dame University.

Steve Saunders, coordinator, won a Habitat award for pounding nails.

Hearty congratulations to the following nine scholars who earned a 4.0 in Fall 2007 semester:
- Ryan Darrow
- Sierra Douglas
- Suzanne Hicks
- Tiffany Hughes
- Stephanie Mills
- Jeremy Minton
- Rahma Mohamed
- Phillip Njoroge
- Sandra Plummer

Four McNair Moments

Megan Musick took a year off after graduating from MTSU and got married. She’s now ready to resume her education and has been accepted into the graduate program in biology at the Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia.

Phillip Njoroge recently scored a 1380 on the GRE. Dissatisfied with what is actually a very high score, Phillip plans to take the GRE again since he’ll be applying to Princeton and Harvard.

Kim Cubit graduates with her two-month-old son, Chryston, in August 2007.

Continued on next page
can't judge the world through other people's eyes, you have to get out there and see for yourself. If not, you could be denying yourself some of the most spectacular experiences the world has to offer.

A mini photo gallery of Eterial in and around Accra, Ghana:

- Children of Madamo Pa.
- Stamping Adinkra symbols.
- Learning to weave.

**RECENT MCNAIR**

Sierra Douglas, Recreational Therapy

Logan Grant, Political Science

Drew Monks, Accounting

**WELL DONE**

**WELCOME NEW MCNAIR**

- Aaron Bennett, Chemistry
- Amber Dorey, Exercise Science
- Ameran Diop, Accounting
- Ryan Darrow, History
- Jonathan Copeland, Music Performance
- Lauren Eskey, Biology
- Jason Gregory, Finance
- Tiffany Hughes, English
- Amber Dorsey, Exercise Science
- Lauren Eskey, Biology
- Jordan Dawdy, Animal Science
- Daniel Levic, Biology
- Phillip Njoroge, Accounting
- Brittney Oliver, Psychology
- Jasmine Gray, Journalism
- Jasmine Hicks, Psychology
- Sandra Plummer, Social Work
- Asia Muhammad

Not shown: Jasmine Gray, Journalism. Also not shown are Suzanne Hicks, Psychology, and Sandra Plummer, Social Work, both of whom were featured in the September issue. In addition, Asia Muhammad will join McNair informally until she has earned 60 credit hours.